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University of Jordan 

Department of English Language and Literature 

Faculty of Foreign Languages 

Spring Term 2016/2017 

Shakespeare 
 

Course Code: 2201351 

 

Instructor: Dr. Yousef Awad 

E-mail Address: y.awad@ju.edu.jo 

Course Time:  

14:00 – 15:00 Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday  

 

Office Hours: Sunday, Tuesday & 

Thursday: 12:00-13:00 

Monday & Wednesday: 11:00 – 12:30  

or by an appointment 

 

Course Description: 

This course aims at introducing Shakespeare the dramatist to the students. Students are encouraged to 

investigate the historical context within which Shakespeare’s plays were produced. Moreover, class discussions 

will focus on contemporary approaches to reading Shakespeare’s plays. The course is also interested in 

Shakespeare’s interrogation of gender, colonialism, class and identity during the Early Modern period. The 

course briefly considers performance history and contemporary adaptations of Shakespeare’s works. 

 

Course Intended Learning Outcomes: 

Upon the completion of this course’s requirements, students will be able to:    

A- Knowledge and Understanding: 

1-  Discern basic facts about the Elizabethan and Jacobean ages politically, socially, and 

intellectually and how they affect Shakespeare’s themes and concerns. 

2- Differentiate between Shakespeare’s early and later tragedies. 

3- Comprehend Shakespeare’s conception of genre as demonstrated in comedy, history and tragedy. 

4- Recognize some of the features of Shakespearean language. 

5- Recognize the main components of comedy and tragedy. 

6- Read texts closely and to understand their place in their historical context. 

7- To work independently, to use evidence, and to structure an argument.   

B- Intellectual Skills: 

1- Analyze famous passages in Shakespeare’s great tragedies. 

2- Compare and contrast comedies and tragedies. 

3- Apply some modern theories of literature to the plays. 

4- Explain the features in Shakespeare’s career and works that make him such a great cultural 

capital. 

5- Critically engage with questions of adapting, appropriating and interpolating Shakespeare’s 

plays. 

6- Contextualize and scrutinize Shakespeare’s representations of non-European cultures and 

marginalized groups. 

7- Explain differences between reading the text of a play and staging it. 

Transferrable Skills: 

 Become better readers of drama. 

1- Practice reading literary theory and apply it to all kinds of texts. 

2- Contextualize cultural differences. 

 

Required Texts:  

Hamlet, Richard III, The Merchant of Venice and The Winter's Tale 
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Course Policies: 

 You are expected to be in class on time. Students coming late are allowed to enter but will be marked absent on 

attendance sheet. The same applies to leaving class early. No exceptions. 

 Participation and students’ involvement are crucial to the success of the course. All students are expected to have 

read the assigned materials before coming to class in order to fully engage in the discussions. In addition to in-

class discussions, students are encouraged to post their comments and questions on E-Learning (moodle) which 

can be accessed at http://elearning.ju.edu.jo/.  

 The University allows students to be absent seven times during the semester. Those times include ones with an 

excuse. The only excuse that would remove your absence from your record is in case of a conflict with another 

course (a scheduled written exam). If you exceed this limit, you will not be allowed to sit for the final exam.  

 No make-up exams. In case of sickness, only reports issued directly from a public clinic or hospital will be 

accepted. Medical reports from private practiced doctors or private hospitals will not be accepted even if they are 

stamped by the university’s clinic. Reports should be produced within a week of the date of the exam. No 

exceptions. 

 Concerns or complaints should be expressed in the first instance to the module lecturer; if no resolution 

is forthcoming, then the issue should be brought to the attention of the module coordinator (for multiple 

sections) who will take the concerns to the module representative meeting. Thereafter, problems are 

dealt with by the Department Chair and if still unresolved the Dean and then ultimately the Vice 

President. For final complaints, there will be a committee to review grading the final exam. For more 

details on University regulations please visit: http://www.ju.edu.jo/rules/index.htm. 

Course Grade: 
Mid Term: 30%; Quizzes & Presentations (including the performance of selected scenes from the assigned plays)  

10%; Participation: 10%; Final: 50% 
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Electronic resources: 

Shakespeare Online http://www.shakespeare-online.com/ 
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